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up visions of a sole practitioner sitting
peacefully in Lotus Pose on a hilltop, you're
not alone. When modern life gets too much,
a spot of solitude can seem like an
attractive antidote.
Butter;'inost of today's yoga practitioners,
practice is more likely to involve a spot
of pranayama while stuck in traffic than
a three-hour forest meditation.
Although the noise, colour, and
inevitable complications of the Western
world may not seem particularly yogic,
spiritual traditions have Ion;; realised the
importance of the "householder". From
the Bh;ig;ivad Gita and beyond, the term
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has little to do with owning a station
wagon or a three-bedroom townhouse.
Householders are the laymen of society,
the practitioners who, for this incarnation
at least, lead the lives of business people,
parents and workers.
''
It's a classification that begs the question:
what does a day in the life of a modern-day
yogi entail? Is it all getting up at dawn with
a strict diet of vegetarian food? In some
cases, the answer is a firm yes, but as our
inspiring yogis below show, practitioners
are now out there run si ing businesses,
perfecting their art and passing on their
knowledge to others in myriad ways. >
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Emma West
Associate Principal Vioiinist, Sydney Symphony Orchestra, lyengar yogi
As a professional musician, Emma's schedule is a movable feast packed with concerts,
rehearsals and teaching commitments. It takes discipline, but herpractice of lyengar
yoga remains an integralpart of Emma's routine.

Mornings are a great time to do some
yoga, whether it's going to an lyengar
class, or doing 45 minutes at home. For
both yoga and violin the sky is the limit
in terms of practice, so it's easy for me
to feel constantly guilty about neglecting
one or the other. But the life of a working
musician is about squeezing things in, so
I always manage to get something done.

10am

Lunch is usually with my colleagues from
the Sydney Symphony Orchestra (SSO.i.
It's not just a time to talk music, it's quite
a small world so it can be quite gossipy
I'm not a vegetarian, although that's
something I had imagined would change
through doing years of yoga. I always
expected a teacher to come along and sav.
'You have to', but of course that's silly—it's
something you come to on your own.

4pm

I've been playing violin since I was eight
years old, and it's a physically unbalanced If I'm not preparing for an evening
practice, people end up with terrible concert, you'll usually find me teaching
problems in their neck and back. Our violin to high-school students. It's
rehearsals can be quite long—we might be interesting that in both music and yoga
at the Opera House until 4pm. Yoga has most people start for themselves and end
really helped in terms of sitting properly, up teaching—even BKS lyengar said he
core strength, and understanding posture. never thought he'd be a teacher. I have
It's come in subtle shifts over the past done part of an lyengar teacher-training
10 years I've been practising lyengar, but course, but stopped because I found the
even when I just practised yoga once a schedule hard to fit in with violin. As a
week it helped me as a musician.
classical musician we work nights, and
yogis have all those early morning starts.
so I'd be finishing a concert at the Opera
House late and then have a class starting
at 6.3oam. But I still got so much out of
it, and it really helped me commit to my
own yoga practice.

7.15pm
We often have performances three nights
a week. It's an intense headspace so
I'm grateful that yoga has always helped
me to be centred, it also stops my mind
from racing.

After a concert we usually go to the Opera
Bar, as we tend to be quite wound up for
at least an hour and a half after playing.
I'm a bit of a night person anyway, so even
though I might want to do early morning
practice, I have realised you can't be
superhuman about these things. Ill
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"For both yoga and violin the sky is
the limit in terms of practice, so it's
easy for me to feel constantly guilty
about neglecting one or the other."
* = R / M A Y 2010

Clockwise from opposite page: Emma
performing with the Sydney Symphony
Orchestra; being adjusted by lyengar teacher
Pixie Liilas; the violininst regularly attends
classes at the Balmain lyengar Yoga Studio;
warming up at the start of class.
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Founder of Byron Yoga Centre

Although this well-known teacher travels extensively, runs a multi-faceted
yoga centre, is very close to hisfamily and involved in his local community,
John's yoga practice always forms a constant thread in his life.

4,30am
I don't sleep much, usually five or six
hours is enough, so it's easy to get up
early. After showering, I start my practice
with japa meditation {meditation using
mala beads and chanting}. I began japa
at a tumultuous time, when I was getting
my life together after a long addiction
to heroin. I was searching for ways out
of the black hole I was in and a teacher
explained that japa meditation, done
consistently, was one of the best things
we could do in this age to gain knowledge
about spiritual topics. I thought I'd make
the commitment and see how it went—
I've kept it up for about 25 years now.
My morning program can take two
hours. I always read the Bhagavad-Gita
and another spiritual text, even if I do
nothing else that day. I tend to do the
asana last. I'm 53 now, and I figure as
we get older we need to put a bit more
emphasis on the other aspects of yoga,
like pranayama or meditation. I'm not
so fussed about postures I haven't been
able to do—my asana practice is more
a maintenance program keeping me
well-tuned to get through life comfortably

I'm much more interested in things like
how pranayama interacts with nn
endocrine system.

7.30am
If it's not one of the mornings I teach
in Bryon Bay, I'll eat breakfast with raw
wife and twelve-year-old daughter before
checking emails. We live on a 48-acre
block, but it's not a long commute to
my office—it's just 100 metres from the
house, but the separation is important for
family time.

10.30am
I first came to Byron Bay not for its
beaches, but for the drug rehabilitation
centre, The Buttery. I might pass by on
my way to teach at our retreat centre.
I spent five months at The Buttery about
24-years ago and have been drug-free ever
since. The strongest thing I'll have now is
a cup of tea!
I'm so grateful for their work that I'—
now on its board of directors, they really
perform miracles. The average success
rate from a first-time attempt to stop
taking drugs is about three per cent—they
achieve 70 or 80 percent success.

After teaching I stay for lunch witl
students at the retreat centre or with th<
30 staff working with Byron Yoga Centre
The growth of the business has been ai
interesting process, I've had to come tc
terms with the fact I'm a bit of a contro
freak! It's about trusting other people anc
not micro-managing—I'm a fairway dowr
that path now and the freedom is givinj
me a lot more time.

I might spend the afternoon giving
a talk on the chakras and teaching a gentle
asana session, or talking to our operations
manager and senior teachers. We're a big
50
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team, but so is our mission: to see yoga in
every town and village on the planet. This
means I travel a lot—last year I went to
apan, Hong Kong, Singapore and India,
plus spent every second or third weekend
teaching in Sydney or Melbourne. This
'•ear is going to be busier, but we've tried to
cut my domestic travel back a bit so I don't
miss important things with my family

If I am not needed to give an evening talk
at a retreat I'll go home to Possum Creek,
where the family sit together for dinner.
IVe been vegetarian since I was 18, and
our vegetable garden and orchard are my
wife's passion. It's so important to have
aace around you to breath and grow, and
get that in Byron Bay. We've planted
^5.000 plants in the 12 years we've been on
r block—some of the rainforest there is
serious canopy now.

Evenings in our house are pretty quiet!
We brought up our daughter not to watch
TV, so there's no TV set in the house.
Instead, we'll read or listen to music
before heading off to bed pretty early.

Clockwise from above: John leads one of his
classes in Byron Bay; practising on Tallows
Beach; enjoying some breakfast with wife
Michelle, daughter Shaani and family dog;
reading the Bhagavad-Gtta is one of John's
daily activities.

Breathe and grow and I get that in Bryon Bay;
1=R/MAY
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Kalarnir
Owner of Sprit Rising Yoga in Brisbane and Kundaiini yogi
For an urban yoga-studio owner life can be busy, but Erie's commitment to her
Kundaiini yoga practice helps her maintain a rhythm to her days.

5,30am
Traditionally, Kundaiini practice is
completed before sunrise. When I started
seven or eight years ago it was challenging,
because my natural rhythm was to stay
up late and get up late. Getting up earlier
eventually became easier. I started with
just 15 or 20 minutes, now it's a really
important part of my day
I do a chanting practice called Japji
(it translates as 'song of the soul'), which
I find very meaningful. In Kundaiini yoga,
asana practice is done in sets called kriyas,
but what I do depends on the day and
how much time I have. Even if I just have
30 minutes, I will include a pose called Ego
Eradicator and a short meditation.

?.30am
I'm very conscious about what I eat,
because I feel everything I do is part
of expressing my spirituality. I've been

vegetarian for years, and eat lots of whole
foods. So my fridge is full of fresh foods,
but my cupboards are relatively empty!

I don't drive, so I take the bus to my
studio in the West End on the morning?
I teach. Although I don't necessarily do it
to be eco-friendly, using public transport
and walking more are good choices
I get to spend the time listening to a yoga
podcast, looking over what I want to
teach, or simply having time to myself—
an added bonus.

As well as teaching Kundaiini yoga, I also
teach yoga to kids. Either way, I try to
approach teaching playfully It's easy to think
being spiritual is a really serious thing, but
your biggest connection to spirit is enjoying,
it's exactly what happens in kids' yoga.

"Getting up earlier eventually
became easier...now it's a really
important part of my day"
52
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12.30pm
After Kundalini yoga we always serve tea.
It grounds people and offers a chance to
meet and chat. There's nowhere to keep
food in my studio, so it's a good excuse
to go to a cafe for lunch. My West End
favourite is The Avid Reader cafe, for its
beautiful courtyard, fresh air and fresh
salads. Often I'll meet one of my teachers
there to talk about their classes or help
them plan an upcoming course.

2pm
My office is at home and I generally
need to spend a couple of hours there
on weekdays. I'll be on the computer
organising teacher training, responding
to student enquiries, or just doing the
behind-the-scenes aspects of running
a yoga studio. I don't mind that side to
my job, although I usually make myself
a homemade chai to enjoy during the task.

4.30pm
I don't like to eat after evening classes, so
I actually have dinner really early. Where
I can, my main meal is lunch; in the
evening I just snack on dates or another
Lchai as dessert before bed.

6pm
The evening classes I teach tend to be
a bit more active, students are usually busy
working people which feeds a different
energy in the group. Teachers of mine
often come to these classes which is nice,
it's a good way to connect.

8pm
I haven't really owned a TV for about
a decade, I just felt it was a distraction
I didn't really need. It instantly gave me
more time to explore other things, like
reading, knitting or sewing. My husband
and I still watch movies or shows on
DVD, but this way what we watch is
a conscious choice.

10.30pm
Ideally I'd go to bed earlier, but after
teaching I need time to wind down or
spend time with my husband. I really make
4PR/MAY
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an effort to prepare consciously for this
part of my day: it helps me to sleep well,
and makes my early mornings possible. 4"
Sue White is a Sydney-based freelance journalist
and long-time hatha yoga practitioner.
Clockwise from top: Brie relaxing in her
Brisbane apartment, decorated with Indian
embroidery and a print by Yoshitomo Nara;
leading a Kundalini yoga class at her studio;
doing her early morning personal practice which
involves chanting, kriyas and meditation;
making up a batch of chai tea for the afternoon.
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